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Currently, I am in the process of developing
my thesis for an MFA in Communications 
Design at Pratt Institute. The topic of in-
terest relies on 1st generation latino immi-
grants living in the United States. More 

communication barriers are elicited from 
the interchange of language and cultures; 

In order to address my public properly, I 
crafted an ideal ethnographic background 

for a stranger that suited my criteria. 

-

to offer him/her, through design interven-
tions, real life solutions.

Ethnographic Research
based on thesis topic/interest

/ gender: female
/ age: 25-45
/ marital status: single/married
/ language: mainly spanish
/ education: high school
/ religion: conservative
/ citizenship: latin american l
/ immigraion status: legal/illegal

  WHERE TO MEET SUCH PERSON?

> PLACES OF LEISURE 

during their free time. While they’re comfor-

because people’s behavior is structured & 
polically formulated.



Red Hook Park, in Brooklyn, is 

vs-Colombia game.

Lots of people, mostly from hispanic descent, gathered 

Immediatly, I met the boy’s parents, Elizabeth and 

US ten years, and began an afternoon long conver-

-
ties, differences in our personal latin backgrounds and 

Outreach Methods
approaching strangers



   meet

Elizabeth Hernández

joyful. She is a devoted, content 

her entire self to attend, organize 
and nurture her family’s routine.

and managing the house.



raised in the US. Their interesting family dynamic relies on the interchange of language 





Given the struggle of her teenage years, 

high school, Elizabeth developed a strong 

herself, having to prioritize and stand by 
the family’s needs. Furthermore, her am-
biguous status in the US and her lack of 

English detract her form running her life 
autonomously, falling into dependency 
on her husband and the activities/dyna-

schedule, I asked “what do you like to 
do for yourself?”

for myself.” 

But gradly, digging deeper I was able 
to uncover her passion for baking.

elizabeth’s everyday hardships

1. dependency

2. language barriers

4. legal status in US

5. male dominant family dynamic

8. conformity/compliance



steps towards solutions

1. Introduce potential bonding activities to establish 

that due to language/cultural barries, her kids are soon 

her interests. Institute the importance of cultivating and 
honing personal avocations.

-
vigorate that intrepidity/curiosity/adventurous aspect 

choices /priorities / impediments / recreation.



   micro-intervention 1

Yoga Video
her energetic and astute daughter, mentioned that 

gym class. Her parents, although indifferent about the 
practice of this discipline, attempted to send her to 
classes, but found them unaffordable.

I thought of it as an opportunity for creating a bridge 
-

 THE DELIVERABLE







Results & feedback
FEEDBACK

Elizabeth enjoyed trying something different and 

the video she repeted the cycle varios times. Then, 

to keep practicing.

 ADDED VALUE

José played an important role in the technological 

their big tv screen to activate the space and enable 

of moving things around to please “the girls” is not 

the supporting documentation and sent a “thank 
you” note for the project.

Anticipated and surprising accomplishments aside, 



   micro-intervention 2

Baked Goods Box
Due to Elizabeth’s time constraints, I tested out 

shares the giving and selfless characteristics that 
the interventions relies on.

surprised and asked for the recipe.

“Tres Leches” Cake. 

her cake is. 

she loves the making but gets often 
frustrated by the process, due to lack 

takes her 4 hrs to complete the pro-

cess of making this particular cake.

-
less, giving personality, I adapted her 
recipe to a system that facilitates and 

Leches cake into single serving cup-
cakes.

The packaging would become the 
element in which Elizabeth could 
expose her new recipe, get feed-
back and for once, play with the 
idea of a potential business model.





 

Results & Feedback
Although Nefeli enjoyed the baking process and 
the gift aspect of the intervention, her situation, life-

This model had to be tested by Elizabeth herself, 
after applied adjustments deduced from supple-

-
tions after prototyping.

  CONSIDERATIONS

  business agenda.
/ The system should include a feedback element.

in the past about baking as an “ideal job,” making 



Is Pure Altruism Possible?

-

-
chtenberg describes, “The feeling that loving your children 

theory of kin selection.”

altruism and egoism. She does it because she loves ba-

cupcakes to strangers for free… She enjoys the feedback, 
but the purpose of the project is to also cast upon others 

nary theories and ordinary interpretations of “true” altru-

may have multiple motives and as long as they carry the 
goods, they are serving the right motivation.

The Kindness of Strangers 
Design Observer - Dialogue. Moderated by Julie Lasky

A heated argument about the social design phenomenon 

-
tions the value and intentions/motivations behind several 
design advocacy activities and organizations. His concern 
is that these efforts don’t provide “guarantees of lasting 
change” and complains about the arrogance of the “in-

based on self-righteous assumptions. 

“social designers” are “beginning to see altruism as po-

 
“Perhaps it’s time for designers to stop talking altogether 
and practice listening.”

-
nity. Give back.”

Theory of Gift Economy

“Realize that gift giving creates positive relations, through 

& community.”

“ Restore the Mother image as the human image and gift

-

by doing gift giving practically, but consciously.”

The motivation to reach out to a stranger 
has been investigation, but although it feeds 
to self-interest, the intentions behind all the 

solely about attending her needs. Socially 

a level of relinquishment of our accustomed 
design thinking/process/practice. In dea-

in order to respond properly to the unpre-
dictable nature of human behaviour

contemplate on her true necessities, but 

and judgements, to best serve HER reality.

-

interventions, ensured honest feedback 
and real opportunities for future iterations 

for a level of change.

External research
   self-sourced readings



The Cupcake Network

/ Motivate her enthusiasm & interests
/ Bring attention and give importance 

  satisfaction of giving.

Identifying HER public
/ English speakers that are in her social circle but  
  don’t have a close rleationship to her.
/ School teachers and parents. As a form of 
  ice-breakers

Ensuring feedback

  people are discretely casted in the role of food
  critics: 

   “tres leches” cupcake recipe…

   Honesty is key for the improvement of Liz’ baking ventures.

Adopting the mentality of gift economy, 

-

harnessing her passion, and getting the 

activity she enjoys.

She distributed the cupcakes IN PAIRS 
amongst 6 individuals outside of her 

kept one cupcake and passed along the 
other to someone else in order to am-

The Tres Leches Cupcake recipe be-

maintaining the speedy process but 

-

-
tions of the project and Elizabeth’s 
persona: pristine / neat / considerate 
and practical in construction / trans-
parent to demystify suspisions about a 

but alluring enough to entice consump-
tion and eradicate hesitation in the 
tasting of the dessert.

A blog: cupcakenet.tmblr.com/ hosts 
replies/notes/suggestions for Elizabeth,

documentation of her feedback loop. 

-
joyable for her to participate.



elements provided to Elizabeth











Elizabeth’s feedback

-
tive for childern.”
 

“I made so many batches already 

“The recipe makes it easier and 
quicker for me to bake and the 
ingredients supply for varios 
servings, so it saves money too.”

The perfecting of the recipe included controlling the 

assemble and sturdy enough so the cupcakes didn’t 
touch the edges and everything remained neatly 
packed. Also easy to stack them and move around. 

mentioned that it helped “sell” the content.



personal assessment   
   success & opportunities for improvement

+

something she loves doing, facilitating the practice 
of her interest. It also got her out of her comfort, 

her the play the “giver” role outside of her home.

It sparked her curiosity to learn more about the 
technology facet of the project: she visited the blog 

-

about the process of baking by attempting to 

delivering the cupcakes. 

-

people to actually go to the blog and supply a re-

The feedback component of the project needs to 
be revised as to not be more direct and not so de-

delivery of the cupcake takes place. 

shaping of the project. At some points, she didn’t 
understand the purpose behind our efforts, but I 

not consider the element of mutual collaboration 
and that ultimately, I am designing to serve HER. 

-



   system adaptation

future applications
-

design. It enables a space for Elizabeth to test out 

She has once again made clear she does not have 
an interest for making a business out of this model. 

for more private/family events. 

traits, lifestyle and personal interest, but the combi-
nation {gift-giving + passion} in order to build net-

people’s efforts deserve compensation. Figura-

clients, it could be a compelling tool.

the sincere tonality of offering a platform to make, 

you joy.


